


5 Star, ultra-luxurious and exclusive Villa nestled on the slopes of the Atlantic Seaboard next to the 
Sandy Bay Nature Reserve in Cape Town.

Living in one of the most modern and exclusive properties along the Atlantic Ocean would have you 
dreaming of the Ocean and Sea Life that compliments the spectacular setting.  Take this dream and add 
the value of a Nature Reserve and now you start to understand why this property was one of the best 
performing luxury rentals in South Africa.

Sunset Avenue is the prize location with direct access to the renowned Sandy Bay.

On arrival, you are greeted by a large expanse of visitors parking. Make your way down the stunning 
stone-cladded driveway into your quadruple garage with direct access to the home.

The Ocean is visible through the double entrance glass door which gives way to an extended entertainment 
area that pushes open by cavity glass sliding doors.

You are immediately drawn to the outer deck to gaze across the Ocean breaking onto the large rocks, 
this white swirling perfection is an immediate stress reliever.

Turning your attention to the outside mini bar and across the lower pool deck, you know a good NYE 
party will be enjoyed by all your guests.

The kitchen is open plan which allows for perfect inclusive entertainment. The scullery is tightly tucked 
away with outside access to the back door. 

Brilliant modern architectural design allows you to enjoy the views, yet avoid the summer sun which is 
gently blocked by a neat overhang.

ASTONISHING 
ATLANTIC MASTERPIECE
R68,000,000
4,012,831.19 € |  3,855,156.93 CHF  |  4,013,635.40 $

  ERF: 1 397M2 
HOUSE SIZE: 750M2



SPECIAL FEATURES:
 

•  Home Automation

*  Battery Back Up UPS

*  Three Huge Solar Tanks

*  Water Tanks that capture rain water 

*  Sliding shutters

*  Rain Heads from the ceiling

*  Hansgrohe sanitary ware

*  Razul steam room

*  Large Pool  

*  Water Feature

*  Gas - Meile 

*  Miele Appliances

*  Study / Home Office Area

*  External covered Gym Area

*  Can be sold fully furnished

*  WIFI

*   Set up for International guests with additional amenities 

*  One of the best maintained properties on the market.

*  4 garages and visitors parking

6 bedroom 6 bathrooms 4 garages

The small upper deck off the kitchen gives guests a sense of sanctuary for enjoyable conversation.

Before you head downstairs the massive East facing window allows morning sun into the home.

Stunning off-shutter art is a neat design element as you walk down the masterpiece of a staircase. 

Welcome to the lower deck, 6 bedrooms in total with the most practical raised bathrooms give a 5-star 
resort impression. 

Each room enjoys Ocean Views which is a unique feature, each room feels like the master bedroom.

Each family member or guest will feel special staying in their well situated bedrooms which reach over the 
natural indigenous garden.

The home might seem like a summer’s dream yet we know that the winters will be just as wonderful as you 
enjoy the fireplace and smaller spaces.

This property can be enjoyed as a home in its current condition or makes commercial sense as a smart 
investment with high short-term rental returns.






